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by Rachel Cooper
 On a bitingly cold day in February, I grabbed binoculars and 
focused through the kitchen window, scanning the small family 
of crows as they pecked in the snow for seeds and corn kernels 
around the pheasant feeder. I knew that voice.
 Sitting squarely in the snow a little distance from the others 
with his mouth agape sat a familiar figure, his thin, insistent 
cawing puncturing the still air. “Junior” was still with us, and 
I was cheered to see him. If a crow can survive its first winter, 
it has a good chance of living into its teens. The oldest known 
wild crow lived to be 29. 
 Working in my garden last summer, I’d heard a plaintive, 
insistent bawling, like a hungry infant. The bawling went on 
for a few days before I discovered what was making the noise. 

A crow’s winter
Family dynamics can mean life or death to a young crow when winter storms close in

It sounded like a cranky duck. But a family of seven crows 
regularly patrolled the fields and Minas Basin shoreline near 
my new home, and, unknown to me, the voice was announcing 
they were now eight. 

NOT A CRANKY DUCK
 One day in early July, the familiar bawling brought me to 
an upstairs window to see what was going on. Down below, a 
training session was in progress: Mama had brought Junior to 
the feeder on the deck. 
 As soon as he opened his mouth and cawed to her, I real-
ized what I’d been hearing. Full-sized and glossy black but 
still downy underneath, Junior cawed to her for food, opening 
his beak wide. Mama mostly ignored him, until eventually he 
would pick up the seeds himself, his caws turning to peevish 
mumbles as he filled his beak. 
 I say “he” for convenience, because with crows it’s pretty 

much impossible to tell the boys from the girls just by looking 
at them. 
 Every once in a while, Mama would load up on seeds and 
stuff them down his gaping red throat – a remarkable sight 
with two such substantial birds. It was like watching a mother 
teaching her toddler to eat by himself, while still guiding the 
spoon to keep applesauce from going into baby’s ear. 
 Mama kept a lookout while Junior ate, turning this way and 
that to scan for danger. For his part, he had eyes only for her.
 A little later he returned to the deck on his own, and his in-
experience or natural boldness made him less skittish than his 
mother. Mature crows visiting my feeder fly off at the slightest 
movement indoors, such as an arm reaching for a camera. But on 
this solo visit he walked back and forth on the railing, watching 

me through the window as I took his photo. 
 Crows are social creatures. In common 
with others such as chimpanzees, dolphins, 
and humans, they have unusually large 
brains. They use mental tools that include 
imagination and anticipation, and their intel-
ligence not only outstrips that of other birds 
but also rivals the brainpower of chimpan-
zees, our closest living relatives.

WINTER CLOSES IN
 Other than hearing Junior once in Sep-
tember, I didn’t notice him again until this 
day in early February. The winter had been 
unusually mild and open until mid-January, 
but now the wildflower meadow beside the 
house was blanketed, and whatever seeds 
were on the ground were buried deep under 
the snow. Beaks plunged into snow often 
came up empty. The crow family was regu-
larly congregating in the meadow around the 

pheasant feeder, a wire mesh tube that poked up through the 
snow, filled with corn.
 Junior seemed to be trying to get the attention of another 
crow; I was glad to see he was still around.
 A winter storm watch was in effect for Kings County, and the 
following morning the crows were back at the pheasant feeder. 
The day was sunny and cold with gusty winds; more snow was 
on the way. A little distance from the group that clustered around 
the corn feeder sat Junior, looking around and calling. I began 
to wonder if he was all right. When he got up and walked over 
to join the others, a large crow chased him away, but he didn’t 
go far. Continuing to caw, he moved in closer. Another crow, 
perhaps his mother, walked over and touched his beak. This 
appeared to prompt him – or give him permission – to eat from 
the feeder, and he pecked at the wire mesh to dislodge a dribble 
of corn. By now the others had flown off, and only Junior and 
the other crow remained at the feeder. 

Mama (right) brings Junior to the feeder for fast food.          (Rachel Cooper photos)
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 With his familiar voice to direct my gaze, I was beginning to rec-
ognize Junior by sight and body language. He was fluffier underneath 
than the others and had a distinctive way of sitting in the snow. He sat 
low down and fluffed out so much that he was almost square, looking 
all around like a country kid on his first visit to town. 
 Within a day of seeing him eat the corn I started to worry. As 
the weather worsened and more snow accumulated, the large crow 
continually prevented Junior from eating anything at the corn feeder, 
either by chasing him or by just looking at him. Junior would start to 
waddle in, then veer off as he caught the glare of the other crow. 

A QUESTION OF SURVIVAL
 In the crows’ complex social group, family members support each 
other, and a breeding pair has family helpers. With food perceived as 
scarce, could Junior be expendable? No longer reassured to hear his 
cawing, I now suspected it signified his persistent hunger. The corn 
feeder was full, but the corn fell in only a small radius when a bird 
poked at the mesh. With so little corn on the ground, I speculated that 
the crows considered it in scarce supply.
 To many people, crows are noisy pests. And, to be honest, if dozens 
were roosting nearby I might feel the same way; but here they were 
only eight. Whatever their reputation, I’d never seen them harass 
smaller birds. I’d often seen them roar into raucous flight to chase 
Red-tailed hawks and Bald eagles, like village police running after 
hooligans. 
 Junior was literally the junior member of the family, last in the 
pecking order. If someone had to go, it might well be him. 
 As the snow deepened, I saw him being shouldered away from food 
more and more. Wanting to do something, I pulled on boots and carried 
the bucket of birdseed to a large grassy area by the driveway that the 
plow had scraped clean the night before. I scattered birdseed over the 
whole area. That day eight crows, including Junior, were pecking at 
the seeds together, with plenty of space between them and plenty of 
food to go around. He was not as vocal as in the previous few days, 
which made me think he was not as hungry. Within only a few days, 
I still saw eight crows, one of which often sat squarely in the snow, a 
little apart and looking around. But I was hearing very few caws.
 The snow remained deep for the next few weeks, and I kept the 
large patch by the driveway liberally supplied with birdseed. 

PECKING ORDER REVISITED
 By late March, Junior looked different. Through binoculars, I was 
watching five of the crow family as they pecked seeds by the driveway. 
One of the other crows nonchalantly shouldered Junior into flight. He 
landed a few feet away, then came back. He walked up to the one who 
had shouldered him, lifted a foot, and used it to poke the other crow 
on the beak. To reinforce the message, he gave it a peck. 
 The other crow seemed taken aback, and it gave him a light peck 
in return. Junior moved away briefly, then returned. He settled among 
the other crows, no longer on the periphery, and nobody bothered him.
Junior made it through the winter. He hung around for another year 
or two before heading off on his own. 

(Rachel Cooper is a freelance writer and editor who enjoys photo-
graphing nature, writing poetry, and gardening. She lives in Delhaven, 
Nova Scotia.) • All grown up.


